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The Early Days of Induction
When I began teaching in the early sixties, my sister offered me
some basic advice about how to succeed in the classroom. Having
four years of teaching experience herself, she felt confident in
offering me her thoughts. She told me these three things:

• Don’t smile for six weeks.

• Don’t yell.

• Be prepared.

I followed her advice and found to my amazement that it worked.
The students, hardly four years younger than I, became accustomed
relatively quickly to the way I ran my classes and, with perhaps a
few exceptions, they “squared away” quite rapidly. These tips from
my sister constituted my induction into teaching. There was nothing
else. Not one mentor in sight. Nothing about pedagogy. It was, to
use an old expression, time to sink or swim. I managed, with the
help of my sister, to swim, albeit not particularly gracefully, but
other colleagues sank under the weight of pressures that came with
their first year of teaching. How we needed to be introduced
gradually into our profession! How valuable it would have been to
have been given a learning period. While some might be born
teachers, most of us are chiseled, shaped, and molded by our
experiences—and then, mostly by our failures. How we needed to
know that there were, indeed, certain truths about teaching and
learning that simply could not be absorbed through books and
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college classroom discussions. Unfortunately, we merely opened the
classroom door and went in—to work our magic or pretend we
knew how.

Beginnings of Reform
What we know about teaching and learning has increased con-
siderably in the past thirty years, yet the process we use to prepare
new teachers and the time we give them to apply their knowledge
and skills to actual teaching has not significantly changed. Never-
theless, as a rule, educators and those who prepare them to teach
are currently more sensitive to the needs of the novice teacher and
the importance of professional development than they were even a
decade ago. Professional development schools, professional educa-
tion training opportunities, and year-long induction programs are
beginning to emerge across the country in pockets of reform. This
trend reflects the increasing awareness on the part of many educa-
tors and public policy leaders that completion of a preparation
program is only a step across the threshold into a more complex and
focused career of professional growth and development.

About the time I began feeling fairly comfortable with myself as a
teacher and confident that “my kids,” as I called my students, were
in the hands of a true pro, something significant occurred in
Pennsylvania. It was called Act 195, and it gave teachers the right to
bargain collectively for equitable salaries, reasonable hours, and
adequate work environments. Today, over 100,000 Pennsylvania
teachers and professionally licensed student services personnel
enjoy respectable wages and working conditions, thanks to the
dogged determination of organized labor such as the Pennsylvania
State Education Association (PSEA), which is the National
Education Association (NEA) state affiliate.

The New Goals of Reform
Today, unions and, indeed, all educational stakeholders are once
again at a crossroads of opportunity. We have the chance to take the
energy of the organized teachers’ union movement and, using
professional development as our focus, pursue principles of quality
teaching and learning for every child in every public school. This is
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not to say that we do not now have quality within our schools or
skilled and committed professionals who work tirelessly to ensure
their students the best instruction. It does mean, however, that in
order to compete in the global marketplace, to provide intelligent
and enlightened leadership for government, business, and industry,
and to demonstrate to an increasingly skeptical public that we
educators are in control, know what we are doing, and will accept
nothing less than the best, we must insist on more uniform
outcomes by competent and well-trained teachers for all children
entrusted to our care.

As a result of the departmentalizing of education and the
splintering of constituency groups, most educational reforms are no
longer generated from within the profession but come from law,
regulation, or are tied to a funding source. Thus, in this time of
scrutiny over the quality of our public educational system, we see a
proliferation of state actions mandating five-year preparation
programs, professional development schools, and inservice training
programs that are tied to induction and certification maintenance
for first- and second-year teachers. The quality and efficacy of these
activities appears to vary from state to state. In Pennsylvania, for
example, induction and continuing professional development have
been required for over a decade. However, there are no state funds
appropriated for any kind of incentive for excellence in the
compliance with and implementation of these mandates, although
they are important factors in the requirements either for converting
a teaching certificate from provisional to permanent status or for
maintaining it. The lack of funds has resulted in the rapid
institutionalization of professional development programs across
Pennsylvania’s public school system. Whether we believe such
reforms are carrots or sticks, no mandate or huge sum of money can
ultimately ensure quality—that must come from the vision and the
determination of those responsible.

The Importance of “the Big Picture”
“[Collective bargaining] enabled us to make historic economic
improvements . . . achieve a respect in the workplace. Now, how-
ever, the industrial union is losing relevancy to its members. Now
we must devote as much attention to the quality of the product we
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produce as we do wages, benefits, working conditions and job
security,” Bob Chase, President of NEA, said in February 1997.
NEA, the American Federation of Teachers, and their state affiliates
provide members with opportunities for professional growth
through local, regional, and statewide activities that encourage
collaborative, member-to-member training and development pro-
grams. These endeavors are substantially driven by individual
resourcefulness, energy, and vision. In an op-ed piece of the
March 7, 1997, Christian Science Monitor, celebrating the life of Al
Shanker, Charles Kerchner and his colleagues pronounced that “the
political cleavage line is no longer between those who think public
education is doing a good job and those who think it is not. The line
separates those who think the institution is capable of educating
America’s children and those who think it is not.” In fact, it was Al
Shanker who reminded us that educators are no stronger than the
institution in which they toil. The compelling question today for
unions as well as for others in the community, it seems to me, is
whether we should unite around what we know better than anyone
else—teaching and learning—or continue our fragmented and
rather self-absorbed agendas, which apparently have gained us little
in terms of public confidence or respect for jobs well done.

Teachers’ unions, long the voice for standard-of-living issues, need
to extend that voice by calling for important changes in the realm of
“where-the-rubber-hits-the-road,” that is, in the realm of teaching
and learning. “Like . . . manufacturing companies before them,
[public schools] will have to throw off the unproductive systems
and underlying culture that supports them . . . such changes cannot
be produced by public mandate: they must be generated within the
organization.” In an essay entitled “Toward a Culture of
Cooperation,” Wilford Wilms compares the plight of the crisis in
public confidence suffered by the U.S. auto industry several years
ago to the debate over public schools today. Wilms’s admonition to
educational insiders to eliminate the baggage from the past is
echoed every day in newspaper headlines, political agendas, and
proposed legislation. Unions organizing around the issue of quality
is the concept behind a new book by Taylor Kerchner, Julia
Koppich, and Joseph Weeres called United Mind Workers: Unions and
Teaching in the Knowledge Society. It is the authors’ contention that
professional development and peer review should form the basis for
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bargaining issues in the future. It is, as Bob Chase points out,
“organizing around better,” as opposed to “more.” For unions, the
question is not about deserting activism and the passion that got
them to where they are today but about rechanneling that energy
toward quality teaching and learning conditions in the public
schools.

Defining the New Vision
A few years ago I heard a representative from the Disney Corpora-
tion address a group of state officials about the management
practices of the Disney Corporation and how the organization is
structured and staffed to achieve its mission. That mission, we were
told, was simply this: To Make People Happy. Everything that Disney
does in running its business is dedicated to supporting this mission.
If you have ever journeyed to one of its parks or experienced the
magic of its productions, you know that Disney, whether you are a
fan or not, works very hard to achieve this standard.

Suppose all stakeholders in education were asked to define a
simple, straightforward vision like the one from Disney. Would
they be able to do it? Parents might say they want their children to
have the best teachers and the most extensive opportunities to learn,
adding that they want them to go to the local school. School board
members would concur with the good teacher idea but might be apt
to include something about funding and being responsible to
taxpayers; superintendents would agree and might also add a
remark about maintaining costs and staying within budgets;
principals would be of a similar mind and might talk of the ever-
increasing workload and the impossible task of trying to be
everything to everyone. And teachers? Well, teachers would agree
with everyone else but might also opine that there are insufficient
materials, little support in a number of ways, and too much wasted
time in the school day to really be able to do the job. In the abstract
we all agree what schools should be, but we pursue agendas that
reflect our particular reality when it comes time to focus our
advocacy energies. We all want good schools, but we tend to focus
our efforts on issues specific to our own working worlds. Such
thinking is not wrong, it just does not help us make decisions on
behalf of all children and learning concepts and processes. We
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almost always see the problems of education as those things that are
most real to us, so we tend to have our own ideas of how to fix
whatever it is we believe is broken. In our preoccupation with
rectifying the smaller issues, we frequently overlook the greater
goal that we all aspire to achieve—exemplary teaching and learning
practices for all children.

Concentrating on professional development offers all stakeholders,
not just unions, a rallying point around which to direct advocacy
efforts and reassure the public that their confidence in us is
deserved. Alexander Pope, the English poet, told us that “a little
learning is a dangerous thing.” We are in the knowledge business. It
is our job to “drink deep.” By stressing the need for professional
currency, ongoing and focused development, peer review, reflection
and professional discovery, and debate on issues of instruction and
curriculum for new teachers as well as for those who have been in
the pipeline for some time, we announce to our members, to our
colleagues, and to those who call us failures and self-serving
bureaucrats that we are an assembly of professionals, skilled and
determined to meet the challenges of our work through professional
development.

Foundations for Reformed Induction
How would a union advocate for quality issues—induction, for
example? It would ensure that staff had significant input in the
organizing and planning of the induction process in the school. It
would seek to adopt specific milestones for the professional
development of new teachers and insist that the induction process
integrate the principles of good teaching that the union vigorously
sought to adopt. The union would stress the development of an
assessment process that measures whether the goals of the program
are being met. It would stress the advantages of peer counseling
and advocate for a policy on peer assistance. It would bargain for
time and resources to accommodate induction as an integral part of
the school day, not just as an afterthought, and it would seek to
have the expertise and skill of those responsible for mentoring and
guiding the new teachers rewarded accordingly. It would ensure
that the induction program had the full support of the association,
the administration, the board, and the community. It would insist
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that sufficient time for meeting, discussing, reflecting, planning, and
problem solving be afforded the mentor and the inductee. If
teachers and other professional staff are to have significant input
into the planning and implementation of the induction process, they
need to share equally in the responsibility for its achievements or its
failures. The environment surrounding the program should be one
that respects professional skill, adopts and integrates the principles
of good teaching in meeting student learning standards, and
supports career-long learning and the importance of continuing
professional development.

Opportunity and Mission
However, unions’ taking action alone is simply not enough. One of
the five recommendations the National Commission on Teaching
made in its report issued in September 1996 was to “create schools
that are organized for student and teacher success.” The educational
community cannot continue to apply rigid industrial-age
organizational values to an institution that mass-produces nothing,
that advocates inclusion not separation, that knows there is no
single approach to learning, that understands decentralized decision
making makes more sense than top-down management, that
realizes flexibility is crucial to the business of learning, and that
values quality more than quantity. Otherwise, we shall look askance
at the educational community’s visions of change. It is not enough
to organize around the issue of good teaching. All of us need to step
outside the narrow reaches of our traditional thinking about how
schools are structured, how staff are deployed, and how children
are taught so that our mission is not obscured by the means we use
to attain it. In fact, the opposite should be practiced. The message
we want to send is that students should have access and
opportunity to learn from competent and skilled teachers. Our
“medium” today, unfortunately, suggests that we are more into
making widgets than educating children.

We indeed are at a crossroads in this country. Which road shall we
take? The one not known, called “Opportunity,” or the other, with
which we feel most comfortable, named “Status Quo”? The choice is
ours. The time for decision is now. Let’s go for it!
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